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the life of charles warren royal engineer is a compelling story full of action conflict triumph
and disaster with reputations gained and lost all set against the background of an expanding
british empire it is a tale of secrecy freemasonry and pioneering archaeology as the young lt
warren still only in his twenties tunnelled under the holy city of jerusalem in search of
evidence of the temple of solomon and herod the great a man of high principle and dogged
determination warren thrived on a challenge searching for lost british spies in the desert of the
exodus or publically calling out the rapacious colonialism of cecil rhodes later in different
circumstances he ordered the arrest of winston churchill although thrice knighted for his many
achievements warren is most widely remembered as the controversial metropolitan police
commissioner who failed to catch jack the ripper in the end he faced the supreme challenge in the
anglo boer war becoming the scapegoat for one of britain s greatest military disasters the battle
of spion kop in this new biography the first for 80 years historian and biographer kevin
shillington delves into the records and presents a reassessment of warren s reputation the anglo
zulu war was a defining episode in british imperial history and it is still a subject of intense
interest the zulu victory at isandlwana the heroic british defence of rorke s drift and the
eventual british triumph are among the most closely researched events of the colonial era in this
historical companion ian knight one of the foremost authorities on the war and the zulu kingdom
provides an essential reference guide to a short bloody campaign that had an enduring impact on
the history of britain and southern africa he gives succinct summaries of the issues events
armies and individuals involved his work is an invaluable resource for anyone who is interested
in the history of the period in the operations of the british army in southern africa and in the
zulu kingdom lonely planet s south africa lesotho swaziland is your passport to the most relevant
up to date advice on what to see and skip and what hidden discoveries await you fill your days
with beaches and wineries in cape town spot wildlife galore in kruger national park and hike past
majestic mountains in the drakensberg region all with your trusted travel companion lonely planet
s south africa lesotho eswatini is your passport to the most up to date advice on what to see and
skip and what hidden discoveries await you lounge on a cape town beach spot wildlife in kruger
national park all with your trusted travel companion get to the heart of south africa lesotho
eswatini and begin your journey now inside lonely planet s south africa lesotho eswatini travel
guide up to date information all businesses were rechecked before publication to ensure they are
still open after 2020 s covid 19 outbreak new top experiences feature a visually inspiring
collection of south africa s best experiences and where to have them what s new feature taps into
cultural trends and helps you find fresh ideas and cool new areas new pull out passport size just
landed card with wi fi atm and transport info all you need for a smooth journey from airport to
hotel improved planning tools for family travellers where to go how to save money plus fun stuff
just for kids colour maps and images throughout highlights and itineraries help you tailor your
trip to your personal needs and interests insider tips to save time and money and get around like
a local avoiding crowds and trouble spots essential info at your fingertips hours of operation
websites transit tips prices honest reviews for all budgets eating sleeping sightseeing going out
shopping hidden gems that most guidebooks miss cultural insights give you a richer more rewarding
travel experience history people music landscapes wildlife cuisine politics over 102 maps covers
cape town western cape eastern cape kwazulu natal free state johannesburg gauteng mpumalanga
kruger national park limpopo north west province northern cape lesotho eswatini the perfect
choice lonely planet s south africa lesotho eswatini our most comprehensive guide to south africa
lesotho eswatini is perfect for both exploring top sights and taking roads less travelled looking
for more extensive coverage check out lonely planet s cape town the garden route for a
comprehensive look at all the region has to offer about lonely planet lonely planet is a leading
travel media company providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of
traveller since 1973 over the past four decades we ve printed over 145 million guidebooks and
phrasebooks for 120 languages and grown a dedicated passionate global community of travellers you
ll also find our content online and in mobile apps videos 14 languages armchair and lifestyle
books ebooks and more enabling you to explore every day lonely planet guides are quite simply
like no other new york times lonely planet it s on everyone s bookshelves it s in every traveller
s hands it s on mobile phones it s on the internet it s everywhere and it s telling entire
generations of people how to travel the world fairfax media australia in it s third edition the
garden route guide is an outdoor guide designed to enhance one s visit to the garden route from
short easy one night escapes suitable for the whole family to hard core mountain adventures that
will test even the most experienced competitive racers the 34 trails of southern africa s best
multi day trails and wilderness journeys featured in free wheeling cover the full spectrum of
mountain bike tours on offer in south africa and neighbouring countries a guide and support
vehicle accompanies most of the tours meaning that someone else takes care of the logistics and
you are left free to enjoy the best that mountain biking offers whether you want to ride with big
game along empty beaches through verdant forest or across barren deserts you ll find a trail to
suit and there are also some specialist trails that are aimed at birders gourmands and culture
vultures as the waiting lists for the stage races grow and with them the entry fees touring
offers an alternative way to get your dirt fix an active holiday with a group of friends or
family after riding the inaugural tour de wilderness mountain bike tour photojournalist fiona
mcintosh tried her hand at stage racing completing the absa cape epic in 2007 she s now a social
rider who looks forward to a soft bed good meal and some fine wine after a hard day in the saddle
this book is a salute to the skill and bravery demonstrated on 22 of the world s most famous
battlegrounds offering exciting accounts of key phases in the battles that focus on the influence
and usage of the terrain it is illustrated with historic photographs and extremely detailed
mapping showing the positions and movements of the fighting forces for six of the most impressive
battles the book features stunning 3 d maps which focus on pivotal moments in the action these
maps combine artwork and advanced software applications making use of detailed topographical
information light and weather conditions to create authentic representations of the action on the
day in addition there will be information on what you can see on a visit to the sites today and
contact details for tour companies and battle parks the list of battles was compiled by studying
a variety of sources on what are regarded as key battles in the period 1805 to 1945 in
consultation with michael rayner of the battlefields trust and specialist military authors the
chosen battlefields are all served by battlefield tour companies or cater for self guided tours
and in each case still feature much of interest to see today the final consideration was whether
the sites are safe to visit these final two considerations have ruled out most post 1945 sites
hence the period covered spans the eventful 150 years from 1805 to 1945 this british railways
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history explores the long held tradition of naming steam locomotives in honor of the military the
naming of steam locomotives was a beloved british tradition since the first railway locomotives
appeared in 1804 many of the names were chosen in honor of military personnel regiments squadrons
naval vessels aircraft battles and associated historic events this volume looks specifically at
the steam locomotives with military inspired names that were built by the london north eastern
railway which joined the british railways stock in 1948 a large number of the company s jubilee
class locomotives were given names with a military connection as were a small number of black
five class engines famously the majority of the much admired royal scot class of engines carried
names associated with the military in general and regimental names in particular many of the
nameplates were adorned with ornate crests and badges long after the demise of mainline steam
rescued nameplates have become prized collectors items this generously illustrated publication
highlights the relevant steam locomotives and explains the origins and social history surrounding
their military names an account of the making of south africa as we know it in a man apart
richard steyn once again brings to life a south african icon louis botha was the first prime
minister of the union of south africa a union he did much to create in the decade after the
devastation of the anglo boer war during the war botha was a brilliant young boer general who
through his battlefield strategy won significant victories over the british in the early stages
of the war when the weight of british arms overwhelmed the boers botha along with smuts did much
to encourage peace between english and afrikaner and led the country to union in 1910 and
dominion status botha was a big hearted and generous man who showed magnanimity in his dealings
with all including former enemies he led the south african troops to victory and the capture of
german south west africa prior to this he had to put down a revolt of pro german afrikaners at
the peace of versailles representing south africa he pleaded unsuccessfully for magnanimity
towards the germans botha was a globally respected figure he and smuts effectively operated as a
double act in south africa and on the international stage before botha s untimely death in august
1919 at only 57 in a man apart this tragically short life is illuminated in full at the outbreak
of the second anglo boer war in 1899 a large number of hollanders and dutch expatriates joined
the boers their reasons ranging from loyalty to their common ancestry to strong anti british
sentiments and a search for adventure brothers in arms documents the trials and tribulations of
these volunteers most of them unaccustomed to the harsh landscape and climate of south africa
quotations and personal anecdotes from their diaries and memoirs vividly bring to life their
hardships on commando the thunder and chaos of battle and the trauma of comrades falling around
them some of the prominent figures in the book are cornelius van gogh brother of the painter
vincent van gogh the dutch artist frans oerder who became the transvaal s first official war
artist jochem van bruggen four times winner of the coveted hertzog prize for afrikaans literature
and rev herman van broekhuizen who played rugby for south africa in 1896 and later served as
south african ambassador in the hague brothers in arms covers the full spectrum of the hollanders
roles as soldiers at the various battle fronts ambulance personnel and military attachés and
their life in prisoner of war camps overseas in 1899 great britain was at the pinnacle of its
imperial power yet the british army was destined to be defeated by a citizen militia composed of
south african frontier farmers the boers in one week in december 1899 the farmers of the south
african boer republics of the orange free state and the transvaal inflicted three serious
reverses on british troops this book sets the battles in context and explains the failure of a
professional army skilled in the fighting techniques of the nineteenth century when faced with an
enemy whose weapons and tactics foreshadowed the warfare of the twentieth this study provides
students historians other academics and scholars as well as other researchers and anyone
interested in the history of the anglo boer war with as comprehensive a list as possible of all
postgraduate studies completed on any conceivable aspect of the war as well as any other
postgraduate studies which refer to some extent to the conflict a region by region traveler s
guide to south africa lesotho and swaziland that provides prices phone numbers and detailed
information on sites to see lodging dining and activities also includes an overview of the area s
culture travel tips transportation information a language guide a color wildlife guide and more
than one hundred maps issues for nov 1957 include section accessions aanwinste sept 1957 kwazulu
natal has numerous sites of great historic value many of which are protected by law sue derwent
has assembled in the pages of this book over a hundred historic important beautiful and
interesting sites e and some that are simply fun visits in early 1900 the paths of three british
writers rudyard kipling mary kingsley and arthur conan doyle crossed in south africa during what
has become known as britain s last imperial war each of the three had pressing personal reasons
to leave england behind but they were also motivated by notions of duty service patriotism and in
kipling s case jingoism sarah lefanu compellingly opens an unexplored chapter of these writers
lives at a turning point for britain and its imperial ambitions was the south african war as
kipling claimed a dress rehearsal for the armageddon of world war one or did it instead
foreshadow the anti colonial guerrilla wars of the later twentieth century weaving a rich and
varied narrative lefanu charts the writers paths in the theatre of war and explores how this
crucial period shaped their cultural legacies their shifting reputations and their influence on
colonial policy a record of all races and history of south africa featuring notable personalities
and pivotal events this updated version of the 1988 edition strips away the curtain of myths and
misconceptions that surround south africa much has happened and is still happening in this
troubled land so to better understand the events of recent years the final two chapters have been
revised and three new chapters have been added 1 000 color photos maps and illustrations the
south african war 1899 1902 also called the boer war and anglo boer war began as a conventional
conflict it escalated into a savage irregular war fought between the two boer republics and a
british imperial force that adopted a scorched earth policy and used concentration camps to break
the will of afrikaner patriots and boer guerrillas in an imperfect occupation john boje delves
into the agonizing choices faced by winburg district residents during the british occupation
afrikaner men fought or evaded combat or collaborated afrikaner women fled over the veld or
submitted to life in the camps and black africans weighed the life or death consequences of
taking sides boje s sensitive analysis showcases the motives actions and reactions of boers and
africans alike as initial british accommodation gave way to ruthlessness challenging notions of
boer unity and homogeneity boje illustrates the precarious tightrope of resistance neutrality and
collaboration walked by people on all sides he also reveals how the repercussions of the war s
transformative effect on afrikaner identity plays out in today s south africa readable and
compassionate an imperfect occupation provides a dramatic account of the often overlooked aspects
of one of the first modern wars classified list with author and title index first published in
1992 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company expert battlefields guide nicki
von der heyde presents 71 battles covering three wars and a series of conflicts that shaped the
course of south africa s history from the colonial clashes that characterised the 18th and 19th
centuries through to the anglo zulu war of 1879 and the 2nd anglo boer war of 1899 1902
informative and lively accounts of the engagements are provided with special attention given to
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the context action outcomes and principal combatants involved arranged in provincial and regional
order the field guide to the battlefields of south africa includes an array of special features
that allow for an enthralling and multi layered account of the battles 580 images 80 illustrated
timelines 60 fact and feature boxes 16 annotated battle maps 10 regional locator maps detailed
directions to each site gps co ordinates for inaccessible locations comprehensive compelling and
vividly illustrated the field guide to the battlefields of south africa is an indispensable tool
for professional and amateur military historians as well as anyone interested in exploring south
africa s fascinating history in this army records society anglo boer war centennial commemoration
volume 111 mostly hitherto unpublished letters written by or to lord roberts commander in chief
from 1899 and several other relevant documents are reproduced in full the book offers an insight
into the conduct of the war
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The Battle of Spioenkop, 23-24 January 1900

1999

the life of charles warren royal engineer is a compelling story full of action conflict triumph
and disaster with reputations gained and lost all set against the background of an expanding
british empire it is a tale of secrecy freemasonry and pioneering archaeology as the young lt
warren still only in his twenties tunnelled under the holy city of jerusalem in search of
evidence of the temple of solomon and herod the great a man of high principle and dogged
determination warren thrived on a challenge searching for lost british spies in the desert of the
exodus or publically calling out the rapacious colonialism of cecil rhodes later in different
circumstances he ordered the arrest of winston churchill although thrice knighted for his many
achievements warren is most widely remembered as the controversial metropolitan police
commissioner who failed to catch jack the ripper in the end he faced the supreme challenge in the
anglo boer war becoming the scapegoat for one of britain s greatest military disasters the battle
of spion kop in this new biography the first for 80 years historian and biographer kevin
shillington delves into the records and presents a reassessment of warren s reputation

Gazetteer - United States Board on Geographic Names

1954

the anglo zulu war was a defining episode in british imperial history and it is still a subject
of intense interest the zulu victory at isandlwana the heroic british defence of rorke s drift
and the eventual british triumph are among the most closely researched events of the colonial era
in this historical companion ian knight one of the foremost authorities on the war and the zulu
kingdom provides an essential reference guide to a short bloody campaign that had an enduring
impact on the history of britain and southern africa he gives succinct summaries of the issues
events armies and individuals involved his work is an invaluable resource for anyone who is
interested in the history of the period in the operations of the british army in southern africa
and in the zulu kingdom

Charles Warren

2021-08-08

lonely planet s south africa lesotho swaziland is your passport to the most relevant up to date
advice on what to see and skip and what hidden discoveries await you fill your days with beaches
and wineries in cape town spot wildlife galore in kruger national park and hike past majestic
mountains in the drakensberg region all with your trusted travel companion

Annals of the Cape Provincial Museums

1961

lonely planet s south africa lesotho eswatini is your passport to the most up to date advice on
what to see and skip and what hidden discoveries await you lounge on a cape town beach spot
wildlife in kruger national park all with your trusted travel companion get to the heart of south
africa lesotho eswatini and begin your journey now inside lonely planet s south africa lesotho
eswatini travel guide up to date information all businesses were rechecked before publication to
ensure they are still open after 2020 s covid 19 outbreak new top experiences feature a visually
inspiring collection of south africa s best experiences and where to have them what s new feature
taps into cultural trends and helps you find fresh ideas and cool new areas new pull out passport
size just landed card with wi fi atm and transport info all you need for a smooth journey from
airport to hotel improved planning tools for family travellers where to go how to save money plus
fun stuff just for kids colour maps and images throughout highlights and itineraries help you
tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests insider tips to save time and money and get
around like a local avoiding crowds and trouble spots essential info at your fingertips hours of
operation websites transit tips prices honest reviews for all budgets eating sleeping sightseeing
going out shopping hidden gems that most guidebooks miss cultural insights give you a richer more
rewarding travel experience history people music landscapes wildlife cuisine politics over 102
maps covers cape town western cape eastern cape kwazulu natal free state johannesburg gauteng
mpumalanga kruger national park limpopo north west province northern cape lesotho eswatini the
perfect choice lonely planet s south africa lesotho eswatini our most comprehensive guide to
south africa lesotho eswatini is perfect for both exploring top sights and taking roads less
travelled looking for more extensive coverage check out lonely planet s cape town the garden
route for a comprehensive look at all the region has to offer about lonely planet lonely planet
is a leading travel media company providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every
kind of traveller since 1973 over the past four decades we ve printed over 145 million guidebooks
and phrasebooks for 120 languages and grown a dedicated passionate global community of travellers
you ll also find our content online and in mobile apps videos 14 languages armchair and lifestyle
books ebooks and more enabling you to explore every day lonely planet guides are quite simply
like no other new york times lonely planet it s on everyone s bookshelves it s in every traveller
s hands it s on mobile phones it s on the internet it s everywhere and it s telling entire
generations of people how to travel the world fairfax media australia

Union of South Africa, O-Z. Basutoland. Bechuanaland. South-west
Africa. Swaziland

1954

in it s third edition the garden route guide is an outdoor guide designed to enhance one s visit
to the garden route
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Companion to the Anglo-Zulu War

2008-10-16

from short easy one night escapes suitable for the whole family to hard core mountain adventures
that will test even the most experienced competitive racers the 34 trails of southern africa s
best multi day trails and wilderness journeys featured in free wheeling cover the full spectrum
of mountain bike tours on offer in south africa and neighbouring countries a guide and support
vehicle accompanies most of the tours meaning that someone else takes care of the logistics and
you are left free to enjoy the best that mountain biking offers whether you want to ride with big
game along empty beaches through verdant forest or across barren deserts you ll find a trail to
suit and there are also some specialist trails that are aimed at birders gourmands and culture
vultures as the waiting lists for the stage races grow and with them the entry fees touring
offers an alternative way to get your dirt fix an active holiday with a group of friends or
family after riding the inaugural tour de wilderness mountain bike tour photojournalist fiona
mcintosh tried her hand at stage racing completing the absa cape epic in 2007 she s now a social
rider who looks forward to a soft bed good meal and some fine wine after a hard day in the saddle

Lonely Planet South Africa, Lesotho & Swaziland

2018-11-01

this book is a salute to the skill and bravery demonstrated on 22 of the world s most famous
battlegrounds offering exciting accounts of key phases in the battles that focus on the influence
and usage of the terrain it is illustrated with historic photographs and extremely detailed
mapping showing the positions and movements of the fighting forces for six of the most impressive
battles the book features stunning 3 d maps which focus on pivotal moments in the action these
maps combine artwork and advanced software applications making use of detailed topographical
information light and weather conditions to create authentic representations of the action on the
day in addition there will be information on what you can see on a visit to the sites today and
contact details for tour companies and battle parks the list of battles was compiled by studying
a variety of sources on what are regarded as key battles in the period 1805 to 1945 in
consultation with michael rayner of the battlefields trust and specialist military authors the
chosen battlefields are all served by battlefield tour companies or cater for self guided tours
and in each case still feature much of interest to see today the final consideration was whether
the sites are safe to visit these final two considerations have ruled out most post 1945 sites
hence the period covered spans the eventful 150 years from 1805 to 1945

Lonely Planet South Africa, Lesotho & Eswatini

2022-10

this british railways history explores the long held tradition of naming steam locomotives in
honor of the military the naming of steam locomotives was a beloved british tradition since the
first railway locomotives appeared in 1804 many of the names were chosen in honor of military
personnel regiments squadrons naval vessels aircraft battles and associated historic events this
volume looks specifically at the steam locomotives with military inspired names that were built
by the london north eastern railway which joined the british railways stock in 1948 a large
number of the company s jubilee class locomotives were given names with a military connection as
were a small number of black five class engines famously the majority of the much admired royal
scot class of engines carried names associated with the military in general and regimental names
in particular many of the nameplates were adorned with ornate crests and badges long after the
demise of mainline steam rescued nameplates have become prized collectors items this generously
illustrated publication highlights the relevant steam locomotives and explains the origins and
social history surrounding their military names

Garden Route Guide: 2006 Edition

2007-09-21

an account of the making of south africa as we know it

Free Wheeling

2012-08-01

in a man apart richard steyn once again brings to life a south african icon louis botha was the
first prime minister of the union of south africa a union he did much to create in the decade
after the devastation of the anglo boer war during the war botha was a brilliant young boer
general who through his battlefield strategy won significant victories over the british in the
early stages of the war when the weight of british arms overwhelmed the boers botha along with
smuts did much to encourage peace between english and afrikaner and led the country to union in
1910 and dominion status botha was a big hearted and generous man who showed magnanimity in his
dealings with all including former enemies he led the south african troops to victory and the
capture of german south west africa prior to this he had to put down a revolt of pro german
afrikaners at the peace of versailles representing south africa he pleaded unsuccessfully for
magnanimity towards the germans botha was a globally respected figure he and smuts effectively
operated as a double act in south africa and on the international stage before botha s untimely
death in august 1919 at only 57 in a man apart this tragically short life is illuminated in full

Battlefields

2016-12-01

at the outbreak of the second anglo boer war in 1899 a large number of hollanders and dutch
expatriates joined the boers their reasons ranging from loyalty to their common ancestry to
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strong anti british sentiments and a search for adventure brothers in arms documents the trials
and tribulations of these volunteers most of them unaccustomed to the harsh landscape and climate
of south africa quotations and personal anecdotes from their diaries and memoirs vividly bring to
life their hardships on commando the thunder and chaos of battle and the trauma of comrades
falling around them some of the prominent figures in the book are cornelius van gogh brother of
the painter vincent van gogh the dutch artist frans oerder who became the transvaal s first
official war artist jochem van bruggen four times winner of the coveted hertzog prize for
afrikaans literature and rev herman van broekhuizen who played rugby for south africa in 1896 and
later served as south african ambassador in the hague brothers in arms covers the full spectrum
of the hollanders roles as soldiers at the various battle fronts ambulance personnel and military
attachés and their life in prisoner of war camps overseas

British Steam Military Connections: LNER Steam Locomotives &
Tornado

2019-11-30

in 1899 great britain was at the pinnacle of its imperial power yet the british army was destined
to be defeated by a citizen militia composed of south african frontier farmers the boers in one
week in december 1899 the farmers of the south african boer republics of the orange free state
and the transvaal inflicted three serious reverses on british troops this book sets the battles
in context and explains the failure of a professional army skilled in the fighting techniques of
the nineteenth century when faced with an enemy whose weapons and tactics foreshadowed the
warfare of the twentieth

White Stones and Little Crosses

2012-02-27

this study provides students historians other academics and scholars as well as other researchers
and anyone interested in the history of the anglo boer war with as comprehensive a list as
possible of all postgraduate studies completed on any conceivable aspect of the war as well as
any other postgraduate studies which refer to some extent to the conflict

South Africa; Official Standard Names Approved by the United
States Board on Geographic Names

1954

a region by region traveler s guide to south africa lesotho and swaziland that provides prices
phone numbers and detailed information on sites to see lodging dining and activities also
includes an overview of the area s culture travel tips transportation information a language
guide a color wildlife guide and more than one hundred maps

South Africa, Lesotho & Swaziland

2006

issues for nov 1957 include section accessions aanwinste sept 1957

South African Digest

1964

kwazulu natal has numerous sites of great historic value many of which are protected by law sue
derwent has assembled in the pages of this book over a hundred historic important beautiful and
interesting sites e and some that are simply fun visits

They Rode Against an Empire

1999

in early 1900 the paths of three british writers rudyard kipling mary kingsley and arthur conan
doyle crossed in south africa during what has become known as britain s last imperial war each of
the three had pressing personal reasons to leave england behind but they were also motivated by
notions of duty service patriotism and in kipling s case jingoism sarah lefanu compellingly opens
an unexplored chapter of these writers lives at a turning point for britain and its imperial
ambitions was the south african war as kipling claimed a dress rehearsal for the armageddon of
world war one or did it instead foreshadow the anti colonial guerrilla wars of the later
twentieth century weaving a rich and varied narrative lefanu charts the writers paths in the
theatre of war and explores how this crucial period shaped their cultural legacies their shifting
reputations and their influence on colonial policy

Louis Botha

2018-09-17

a record of all races and history of south africa featuring notable personalities and pivotal
events

Ladysmith and the Second Boer War

2012-10-30
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this updated version of the 1988 edition strips away the curtain of myths and misconceptions that
surround south africa much has happened and is still happening in this troubled land so to better
understand the events of recent years the final two chapters have been revised and three new
chapters have been added 1 000 color photos maps and illustrations

Brothers in Arms

2005

the south african war 1899 1902 also called the boer war and anglo boer war began as a
conventional conflict it escalated into a savage irregular war fought between the two boer
republics and a british imperial force that adopted a scorched earth policy and used
concentration camps to break the will of afrikaner patriots and boer guerrillas in an imperfect
occupation john boje delves into the agonizing choices faced by winburg district residents during
the british occupation afrikaner men fought or evaded combat or collaborated afrikaner women fled
over the veld or submitted to life in the camps and black africans weighed the life or death
consequences of taking sides boje s sensitive analysis showcases the motives actions and
reactions of boers and africans alike as initial british accommodation gave way to ruthlessness
challenging notions of boer unity and homogeneity boje illustrates the precarious tightrope of
resistance neutrality and collaboration walked by people on all sides he also reveals how the
repercussions of the war s transformative effect on afrikaner identity plays out in today s south
africa readable and compassionate an imperfect occupation provides a dramatic account of the
often overlooked aspects of one of the first modern wars

Colenso 1899

1896

classified list with author and title index

Cape of Good Hofe

2010-09-01

first published in 1992 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

A Century of Postgraduate Anglo Boer War (1988-1902) Studies

2000

expert battlefields guide nicki von der heyde presents 71 battles covering three wars and a
series of conflicts that shaped the course of south africa s history from the colonial clashes
that characterised the 18th and 19th centuries through to the anglo zulu war of 1879 and the 2nd
anglo boer war of 1899 1902 informative and lively accounts of the engagements are provided with
special attention given to the context action outcomes and principal combatants involved arranged
in provincial and regional order the field guide to the battlefields of south africa includes an
array of special features that allow for an enthralling and multi layered account of the battles
580 images 80 illustrated timelines 60 fact and feature boxes 16 annotated battle maps 10
regional locator maps detailed directions to each site gps co ordinates for inaccessible
locations comprehensive compelling and vividly illustrated the field guide to the battlefields of
south africa is an indispensable tool for professional and amateur military historians as well as
anyone interested in exploring south africa s fascinating history

South Africa, Lesotho & Swaziland

2000

in this army records society anglo boer war centennial commemoration volume 111 mostly hitherto
unpublished letters written by or to lord roberts commander in chief from 1899 and several other
relevant documents are reproduced in full the book offers an insight into the conduct of the war

Kaapse bibliotekaris

2006

KwaZulu-Natal Heritage Sites

1996

The War Memoirs of Commandant Ludwig Krause, 1899-1900

2020-03-01

Something of Themselves

1992

Artists & Illustrators of the Anglo-Boer War

1989
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